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Listening and Speaking

I. Listen to your teacher as she talks about some people in your family. As she
speaks, write who they are .					
(5 x 1 = 5)

Note : Cut along with the marking to avoid uneven cutting or torn.

1. Your father’s father or your mother’s father.
2. Your father’s brother or your mother’s brother.
3. Your father’s sister or your mother’s sister.
4. Your uncle’s daughter.
5. Your uncle’s son.
II. Babyland is the name given to a place the poet thinks is full of babies. Can you think
of some such imaginary places ? Give a name to the place. Then describe the place
as you think it can be. For example, foodland, toyland, bookland. Have fun discussing
these places with your classmates.					

(4M)

Reading

I. Answer the following questions.					

(4 x 2 = 8)

1. Who was Tenali Raman ?
2. Why did Tenali paint the picture black ?
3. How were the trees helpful to the birds ?
4. Why did the two strangers go to the forest ?
II. State whether the following sentences are true or false.

(4 x 1 = 4)

1. The lady’s chin was short.			

______________________

2. The lady’s chin was like the point of a pin.		

______________________

3. The lady purchased a guitar.			

______________________

4. The lady played tunes with her chin.			

______________________
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Writing

		
Write five sentences about your mother. Why is she special ? How does she help you?
What can make her happy ? What are her favourite things ? What does she do when
you are sad ?						

(5 M)

Grammar

I. Pick the correct preposition given in the brackets.		

(5 x 1 = 5)

1. We are sitting (in, at) the lawn.
2. Ria gets up (at, on) 6 a.m.
3. Mother brought chocolates (to, for) me.
4. The river is flowing (on, under) the bridge.
5. Put your books (at, on ) the table.
II. Use the correct adjectives from the box and complete the sentences.
		
soft

ripe tall happy funny hot					

(6 x 1 = 6)

1. I like _____________ mangoes.
2. The giraffe is a ____________ animal.
3. My bed is very ____________.
4. We laughed and laughed at her ________________ story.
5. Everyone likes her, she is a _______________ girl.
6. Oh! It is such a _________________ day.
III. Fill in the blanks with has or have.					

(4 x 1 = 4)

1. Hyderabad ______________ many old buildings.
2. Heena ____________ a bicycle.
3. A deer ____________ horns.
4. We _______________ to work hard.
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Vocabulary

I. Circle the word that means the same as the question.
1. Angry

-

lovely

shy

furious

2. Help

-

eat

assist

happy

3. Happy -

cheerful

wish

wise

4. Empty

-

vacant

whole

complete

5. Easy

-

simple

true

clean

II. Fill in the blanks with ‘in’ to make new words.			

(5 x 1 = 5)

(4 x 1 = 4)

1. Ch __ __
2. Pumpk __ __
3. M __ __ t
4. La __ __

HHHH
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